
Accessible housing

- We all know that there is a shortage of flats in Brno, so together with the City of Brno
we want to significantly support the construction of new flats for all those who need
them. We will support investors in new housing construction projects. New
construction will reduce pressure on rents and prices will expand the supply of flats.

- Over the past four years, we have repaired and renovated more than 600 municipal
flats and we will continue to do so.

- We have restarted the allocation of flats for repairs on the tenant's own costs, which
will be deducted from the rent. The money saved by the city can be immediately
invested in repairs to the common parts of the building.

- We will support energy and water savings in municipal houses and flats, from
building modifications to plumbing upgrades. We have started with the
implementation of photovoltaic panels on residential houses on Křenová and
Vídeňská streets and we are in the process of preparing more.

- We will support the exchange of flats so that young growing families have the
opportunity to exchange their flat for a larger one. We will help tenants who live in
flats that are not suitable for them in terms of size and rent.

- We will support the resale of selected available council flats through public auctions.
- We are getting to a higher age and there are more senior residents. For those of us

who can no longer look after themselves, we will continue to provide plenty of
specific forms of housing, from protected housing to care homes.

- We will continue to take strong action against illegal renting and abuse of flats.
Municipal flats in the city center are meant to be used for living. We will continue to
support the sale of land under houses that are not owned by the municipality.

- We have several times blocked property tax increases that would have made
housing more expensive. Increasing property taxes is unacceptable to us.

Quality schools and nurseries

- Schools and nurseries in Brno-střed are one of the best in the city. In the past four
years, we have invested 180 million CZK in their repairs and reconstruction.

- For example, a primary school with a playground, an extension with new classrooms
in the courtyard and a green terrace are being built on Antonínská Street. The
capacity of the nursery school on Kamenná Street has doubled thanks to a generous
renovation costing 30 million CZK and the nursery school has been brightened up
overall.

- We are preparing another expansion of our schools, for example, new classrooms
will be built in the school on Náměstí Míru, and we are planning to reconstruct the
primary school on Kotlářská Street.

- We will further increase the capacity of our nursery by building a new nursery on
Mlýnská Street. We will also significantly support the creation of children's groups, for
example, we have already prepared space at the nursery on Údolní Street.



- We have not forgotten about the after-school clubs. We have renovated them at the
Husova, Rašínova and Křídlovická primary schools, and the school canteens - at
Horní, Kounicova and Hroznová primary schools, and we will continue to do so.

- As with residential buildings, we will support energy and water saving measures in
schools and nurseries.

The rich cultural life

- A rich cultural life is inseparable from Brno-střed. Our district is a natural center of
quality theaters, musical events and festivals. We will continue to significantly support
the cultural scene, public events, festivals and new cultural institutions such as the
Brno Club Music Association.

- We are the only city district in the country that runs its own children's theater. We
have secured permanent funding for the acclaimed Polárky ensemble, we will follow
up the auditorium renovation with repairs to the lobby, and we will continue to support
the theater's artistic activities.

- We have opened a modern free-time center for children, seniors and the general
public on Vojtová Street and we will continue the reconstruction of the club on
Leitnerová Street.

- Thanks to our well-functioning Kávéeska, the city center will continue to be enlivened
by the multi-genre festival Uprostřed, Easter festivities, Advent at Moravák square
and artworks in the streets - Galerie Šilingrák and the upcoming Galerie Římák.

- We repaired the amphitheater on Kraví hora with a beautiful view of Brno. The Bolek
Polívka Theater started regular summer scenes there this year.

Environment & Safe Streets

- Our common public spaces - squares, streets, parks, rivers and waterfronts - need
constant care. We want them friendlier and greener. Thanks to your ideas, we have
already done a lot and plan to do more.

- We are in the busy city centre of Brno and we need an oasis of peace and relaxation
within easy reach of our home. That is why we have started reconstructing parks - we
have completed Kadetka on Kraví hora, Dvorského Park, Cejl-Vlhká Park, and the
reconstruction of the park on Moravské náměstí is nearing completion. We will
continue with the Danuše Muzikářová Park on Roosevelt Street and the new park on
Žlutý kopec.

- We want to make our streets more and more welcoming. We will continue with
renovations, planting new trees and general improvements to public spaces, as we
have already done on Jan Uhra Street in the courtyard of Hoppova, Výstavní -
Veletržní Street and near Římské Square.

- We need more space for our daily sports class. After the reconstruction, the Svratka
river's riverside will allow the extension of routes for cyclists and roller skaters. The
construction of the wellness center continues the expansion of the swimming area on
Kraví hora. For the younger ones, we are finishing the skatepark in Staré Brno.



- Keeping the streets clean is our priority. That's why we've increased our street
cleaning controls and increased the intensity of our cleaning efforts. We will continue
to give special attention to exposed locations.

- To improve the environment, we will continue to build underground waste containers.
- We want our flats, homes and streets to be safe. That's why we need the city police

to work on preventing vandalism, crime, and keeping our neighborhoods safe and
orderly. The city police need to be a partner in providing us with help, advice and
protection.

- The area of the "Bronx" is transforming, building new houses, reconstruction of the
old ones and the whole district is getting more civilized. Together with the Brno-Sever
district, we want to continue this transformation intensively.

- It is a good thing that a lot of construction and reconstruction is going on in our
district. We will continue to be consistent in monitoring compliance with building
regulations so that we are not bothered by noise and dust.

- We have integrated the unemployed into paid work to keep our district clean and tidy
and will continue to do so.

Easy transport and enough place

- Transit transport does not belong in the city center and residential areas. That is why
we will support the rapid completion of the construction of the Grand Urban Ring
Road in Pisárky and Tomkovo Square and the continuation of its construction. We
will relieve the residential zones, which we want to protect together with you from
unnecessary traffic, noise and dust. We have pushed for more stringent rules for the
entry of cars into the historic center. And we will enforce them.

- We will continue to expand routes for cyclists. We want to expand and improve the
cycling infrastructure gradually. We will designate spaces for different types of
transport to prevent conflicts with each other. We will focus on integrating cycling into
the public transport space so that individual sections are connected to each other
and can be used to travel comfortably and safely through Brno.

- In cooperation with the City of Brno, we will introduce urgently needed rules for the
operation of shared bikes and scooters.

- We want a safe district for pedestrians. That's why we will continue to remove places
where people and other modes of transport collide, as we are doing right now at the
main railway station. We are also thinking about mothers with prams, for example we
have prepared a new entrance to Tyršák park. When reconstructing parks, we will not
forget about routes for recreational runners.

- We have introduced regulated indoor parking for residents and will extend this
system to other locations. We are also reconstructing roads in these areas, for
example in the Nádvorní -Náplavka courtyard. We will gradually repair all the
courtyards managed by the district.

- We will continue to review the number and extent of reserved parking places, we will
further limit the extent of reserved parking places for offices and institutions, we will
look for new locations to increase parking capacity and we will support the
construction of new parking houses. A project for a parking house at Veveří near the
Faculty of Law is ready.



Support for entrepreneurship

- We want citizens and entrepreneurs to be allowed to handle most agendas digitally.
We are turning Brno-střed into a friendly place to deal with your affairs. We will
continue to digitize City Hall and introduce the concept of e-Government. Thanks to
the latest technologies and innovative approaches, we want to offer you the comfort
of a 21st century city.

- During the period of covid, we significantly supported entrepreneurs and tradesmen,
helping to maintain the high level of services, shops and restaurants in our district.
We will continue this support, particularly by further removing the often unnecessary
bureaucratic regulation of their businesses. At the same time, however, we also live
here, and we will demand that reasonable rules of coexistence be maintained.

- The centre of Brno is a great tourist destination with growing potential for service
businesses. Therefore, we will support all initiatives expanding the offer of stay and
weekend programs, access to other attractive sights and places for their promotion.


